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DOES GOD HAVE ONLY ONE ATTRIBUTE?
Religion says God is intelligent. But if we need intelligence to explain the universe and how it is that does not mean we
need God. We can just settle for intelligence and leave it at that. And why not artificial intelligence? That seems absurd
for it implies you need some being to make the intelligence. But a few forces coming together by pure chance and without
any agency can in theory form an artificial intelligence - perhaps one that self evolves.
Anyway let us talk.
If God exists he is infinite for he causes himself to exist and it takes infinite power to cause something to exist for the
distance between nothing and something is infinite.
Suppose it is true that the simplest and the most probable explanation for the universe is that a spirit, a partless entity
created or made it.
Whatever attribute the spirit has it has it infinitely. It is infinite power because it takes infinite power to exist. Infinite power
is required to hold something in existence because the distance between something and nothing is infinite. Any spirit, God
or not, has no parts so it is wholly anything it does (page 53, God and the Human Condition, Part 1).
We know that such a maker would have to have one attribute especially when it is infinite. If it were justice and were love it
would be two attributes because they are not the same. To assert that it is infinite love and infinite justice would be
contradictory.
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So if divine spirit made or created the universe it must have one power. It must be that power, that energy. God is the power
to create. It is foolish to say that it is love or any other abstract thing for that is absurd.
Another problem is its infinity. Infinity means it is everything that is for there is no power but its power. The notion of a
God who is his power and whose power is infinite contradicts the notion that God can order a universe to appear out of
literally nothing (the universe was supposedly created not out of anything) that depends on him that is not him.
So if you believe in an infinite God you must identify him with what he makes.
So God would be both stupid and intelligent for the creation is stupid and intelligent. That makes no sense.
Pretend that God is not all things. If he has one attribute then he is an it. What is the attribute?
It is not intelligence for stupidity exists.
It is not love for non-love exists.
It is not justice for injustice exists.
It is not design for some designs are perfect and others are not.
Some would say that God is act. But then it just acts blindly and does not know what it is doing. One might as well believe
in Atheism for all things would have been put into order by mere chance. If God is act then he is also potential act. There
are many things he has not made yet. He cannot be actual act and potential act at the one time.
No matter what quality we can name it is the same. Moreover, each quality consists of different qualities, which we see as
different aspects of it. For example, love consists of prudence and humility which are separate attributes. Intelligence
consists of the attribute of being aware that 2+2=4 and that 3+3=6. Again, these are two separate attributes. There is no
single attribute, no attribute composed of one attribute only, so the single force theory is valueless.
If it created then it is the power to create and nothing else. And it is the power to create itself only and it cannot create
anything else. It cannot have any other attribute. But it needs more than one attribute to do that. Its power causes the
calculator to work so it must be intelligent.
If it did not create but merely transformed itself then we meet the contradiction of a partless being with no intelligence
becoming human intelligence.

If the spirit had the power to love or whatever it would have the power to order things in accordance with its attribute as
well. Things like love and justice are a form of order. It cannot exist for it has two powers, the power to love and the power
to create love or something to be loved.
Is the spirit evolution, the power to make things improve? No for things frequently devolve. Moreover it will have two
attributes slowness and the power to design. This would make suffering a stepping-stone to something better. When we
deny free will we dare not say that suffering has value because it would be allowing all possible evils. If we are
programmed to do evil when it is beneficial then it is evil to stop evil.
Objection, “There is a spiritual force that facilitates evolution. It is the power to evolve things. The power need not know
anything. The law that 1=1 is impersonal. An impersonal law of evolution could organise all things like 1=1 has done.
Here, this single principle is the cause or basis of every other rule and principle. For example, 10+10 cannot be 20 if 1 is
not equal to 1. Even if nobody discovers mathematical truth it is still there. Electricity does many wonderful things and it is
only an impersonal force. A single uncreated and unmade spiritual infinite principle has made what exists possible.”
The law that 1=1 does not cause things to be as they are, creation is just expressed through that law. The law only says that
it must be this way and the law would still be true if nothing existed. Even if nothing existed 1=1 would still be true for one
nothing would still be one nothing. The law is not a power. It is an abstract. It is a concept. The spirit would need to be
more than just 1=1 for it would need to be 1+1=2 and so on forever as well but it cannot be so the spirit does not exist.
Electricity is not a spirit and therefore it cannot prove that a spirit with one attribute can do a lot. Electricity has lots of
attributes. It can flash, it can make things move etc.
The evolution force would need to be an intelligence. The argument wants to say it is mere evolution and doesn’t have any
other powers.
When a law that is self-existent and cannot not exist and therefore had no designer can be so complex in its results then
why can’t all things have been designed without an intelligence?
God would not really be a God if he has only one attribute. He would not be worth worshipping. And he could not create.
There is a contradiction between God creating matter or even making matter from himself.
University Press, Oxford, 2008).
If God is his properties, it follows that to say "There is no God" is contradictory and makes no sense. It is like saying that
you drank non-existent tea. Swinburne denies this for he says that There is no God is coherent and does not involve selfcontradiction (page 15, ibid). If God exists and is his properties then to deny his existence is illogical. We might suppose
that its logical to think there is no God but the problem is with our perception of logic. We are not reasoning correctly. We
fail to see that it is logical to believe in God and illogical and self-contradictory to deny his existence. Swinburne says we
can understand that it makes sense to believe that there is no God. But that is assuming we really understand. We can think
we understand things when we actually do not. We think we understand the finest grain of sand but when we examine
ourselves we see that we do not. We understand things about it but that is all.
The problem with God being a being without parts or a simple being leads to the absurdity that God has several attributes
and they are all one essence (page 6, Apologetics and Catholic Doctrine, Part 2) or all the same thing so they are not several
but one. They are only several in our thinking but not in reality. This denies that obvious fact that being fair is not the same
as being powerful. That is one example. We have two choices. If we say God has only one attribute then he is not really a
God and you may as well be atheist for you cannot relate to such an entity. If God has many then he is not a spirit. The
absurdity of a God being pure spirit is recognised by many philosophers (page 90, Taking Leave of God). The idea of spirit
is bad enough but the idea of God being literally something abstract - something that is just a concept and not a real thing
like love – is utter insanity. The miracles of the Catholic Church are claimed to verify just that kind of a God. If they do that
then they have to be from an evil force for the force has to be anti-rational and if it is anti-rational it has no business giving
miracles as signs.
Believers say that we see God differently from what he is because for us his mercy is not his knowledge and his knowledge
is not his creative power whereas in fact they are one in God. Frederick Copleston said that our knowledge of God then is
inadequate and hazy but is not false (History of Philosophy, Vol 2, pages 360-361). The problem is when the God theory
cannot be understood how we can know if it is false or not? Anything we think we know about God we do not know it at all
for we don’t know if he is even coherent. It is like saying that seeing a nebulous black shape which is a man is the same as
knowing that a man is there and what he looks like and what he is wearing.
The danger with the idea of spirit is that we think of God as a gas that is not made up of atoms or parts. But then this gas
would just consist of one part. It is its part. This part does not consist of any other parts. Do you see the implication of all

that? A God without parts is no more existing than a square circle. He is a something that is a nothing. The idea that nothing
consists of two or more nothings would make more sense than that for something can never be nothing to any degree.
Christianity degrades children by playing conjuring tricks with words. The idol worshipper adores a god of wood or stone
or so the Christian says. They bemoan how demeaning that is. But how much more is it demeaning to adore nothing and
call it God? At least the idol worshipper adores something real. And he adores something that is more understandable than a
being that is supposed to be pure spirit. Christianity demeans all whom it gets to adore its God. To the mind of a child, God
is just like pretending the naked emperor is wearing clothes as in the children's tale The Emperor's New Clothes. It's
pretending that something that cannot be seen or examined or verified by the senses is real. The God concept is
disrespectful and therefore an abuse of the mind of a child.
The notion of God being simple is applying reason in matters we know nothing about. We don't even know if spirit makes
sense. Metaphysics concerning God is sheer speculation. And it is also incoherent.
God cannot be simple or God cannot exist.
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